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Abstract. This paper describes the intra-subsystem electromagnetic
compatibility analysis. Its purpose is to assess the compatibility inside the
railway telecommunication subsystem and to provide input data for other
subsystems electromagnetic compatibility analysis (intra-system analysis). This
survey includes the definition of radio characteristics of each intentional emitter
and the assessment of its radiated power and electromagnetic fields in any
direction. This paper also includes the electromagnetic emission characteristics
for all non-intentional radiators resulting from measurements, calculations or
standard compliance.
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1 Introduction
Today, the high spread telecommunication subsystem for the railway system is
commonly used for intra-communications, automations, and other purposes. And this
makes it necessary for diverse circuits to operate in close proximity. All too often
these circuits affect each other adversely. The electromagnetic interference has
become a serious problem for circuit designers, and it is becoming more severe in
these days [1,2]. With this motivation, this study starts by the electromagnetic
compatibility between intentional radiators, then the electromagnetic compatibility
between intentional radiators and non-intentional radiators (all the other electronic
subsystem and electromechanical equipment), and it ends with the electromagnetic
compatibility between non-intentional radiators.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the railway telecommunication subsystem
is described in detail from the electromagnetic compatibility point of view. Then the
physical implementation with dimensioned drawings is produced. The analysis is
carried out considering each main equipment or system as a source of emissions and
the other ones as victims. The analysis will be summarized in a cross table which will
show that all electromagnetic interactions are taken into account. With verifying all the
possible victims, railway system designers can be sure whether the railway
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2 Railway Telecommunication Subsystem
Investigations of nearby equipment and facilities along the railway system were
conducted by the line diagrams provided by the railway company in which all the
potential victims and high power equipment (such as power lines) are located. It was
done both by visual inspection during site survey and by consulting utilities maps as
shown in Figure 1.
The fact that there is some areas with a parallelism between the power lines and the
railway intra-communication lines can be highlighted as a good point of unwanted
couplings between both lines. This can be verified by both site survey data and route
data supplied by the electric power corporation.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the railway intra-communication subsystem
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3 Electromagnetic Environmental Survey

3.1 Assessment of the
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The frequency components of induced voltage due to power current fundamental and
its harmonics is far apart compared to the operating frequency of digital
communication subsystems and telecommunication lines, therefore it can be assessed
that there is no risk of frequency interference [3-10].
3.2 Assessment of the coupling between railway intra-communication lines and
telecommunication lines
As all railway intra-communication cables are shielded and the frequency component
of them is far from telecommunication line, in particular concerning the analogue
telephone lines, there will be no significant coupling [3-10].

4 Conclusion
As the survey result, all the railway intra-communication cables are shielded line (or
installed in a metal cable tray) and all the telecommunication lines are buried. This is
just to show how the railway intra-communication cables are installed and one can
judge that there may be very little chance of frequency interference between those
cables and telecommunication lines.
The radiated electromagnetic emission levels from the railway system model is so
considerably low that its induced noise level on the electric power line and
telecommunication systems would be negligible.
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